Size-dependent leak of soluble and membrane proteins through the yeast nuclear pore complex
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\textbf{ABSTRACT} Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) allow selective import and export while forming a barrier for untargeted proteins. Using fluorescence microscopy, we measured in vivo the permeability of the \textit{Saccharomyces cerevisiae} NPC for multidomain proteins of different sizes and found that soluble proteins of 150 kDa and membrane proteins with an extraluminal domain of 90 kDa were still partly localized in the nucleus on a time scale of hours. The NPCs thus form only a weak barrier for the majority of yeast proteins, given their monomeric size. Using FG\textsubscript{A}-mutant strains, we showed that specific combinations of Nups, especially with Nup\textsubscript{100}, but not the total mass of FG-nups per pore, were important for forming the barrier. Models of the disordered phase of wild-type and mutant NPCs were generated using a one bead per amino acid molecular dynamics model. The permeability measurements correlated with the density predictions from coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations in the center of the NPC. The combined in vivo and computational approach provides a framework for elucidating the structural and functional properties of the permeability barrier of nuclear pore complexes.

\section*{INTRODUCTION}

A key feature of eukaryotes is the nucleus, with the nuclear envelope (NE) forming the barrier between cytoplasm and nucleus. The compartmentalization separates DNA transcription from mRNA translation, which is critical for selective access of transcriptional regulators and control over mRNA biogenesis. Many of the key steps in cell cycle regulation require selective entry of signal molecules into the nucleus. The nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) that are embedded in the NE form the main transport route between the nucleus and cytoplasm and regulate the transport of soluble macromolecules (Aitchison and Rout, 2012). They also form the main passageway for membrane proteins to enter the inner nuclear membrane (INM) of the NE (Laba \textit{et al.}, 2014).

The \textit{Saccharomyces cerevisiae} NPC is a 50-MDa protein complex built from \textasciitilde 30 different proteins called nucleoporins (Nups), each present in multiple copies (Rout \textit{et al.}, 2000). A roughly cylindrical scaffold is anchored in the lipid bilayer, and \textasciitilde 200 intrinsically disordered proteins extend into the interior of the NPC (Alber \textit{et al.}, 2007). The intrinsically disordered proteins are called FG-nups because each encodes multiple phenylalanine-glycine (FG) repeats, which are the binding sites for transport factors that shuttle specific molecules across the NPC in import or export reactions (Radu \textit{et al.}, 1995). The gradient of RanGTP-RanGDP (high RanGTP inside the nucleus) ensures directionality of protein transport by stimulating the dissociation or association of the transport factor–cargo complex on both sides of the NPC (Forrester \textit{et al.}, 1992; Corbett \textit{et al.}, 1995; Rexach and Blobel, 1995; Schlenstedt \textit{et al.}, 1995).

The main traffic route of membrane proteins between the outer nuclear membrane (ONM) and INM of the NE is also through the NPCs but is less well understood (Zuleger \textit{et al.}, 2012; Katta \textit{et al.}, 2013; Laba \textit{et al.}, 2014). The ONM and INM are continuous via the pore membrane at sites where NPCs are embedded, allowing transmembrane domains to diffuse between the INM and ONM (Ellenberg \textit{et al.}, 1997). In all membrane proteins studied, retention mechanisms are important for sorting.
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Import dependent on transport factors, FG-nups, and the gradient of RanGTP/RanGDP has been shown for some S. cerevisiae membrane proteins that encode nuclear localization signals (NLSs) on the extralumenal domains (King et al., 2006; Meinema et al., 2011, 2013).

The FG-nups have a dual function, as they provide a barrier for diffusion of soluble macromolecules through the NPC and slow down passive entry and exit of molecules into and out of the nucleus (influx and efflux) while selectively permitting active import and export. The influx and efflux rates depend on the size of the molecules, as well as on their surface hydrophobicity and charge (Ribbeck and Görlich, 2002; Naim et al., 2009; Colwell et al., 2010). How the FG-nups form the permeability barrier in the NPC is under debate (Adams and Wente, 2013), but cohesive Nups such as Xenopus Nup98 (Hülsmann et al., 2012) and yeast Nup100 and Nup116 (Patel et al., 2007) are important, and combining deletions of those FG domains results in lethality (Iovine and Wente, 1997).

Remarkably, in S. cerevisiae, 50% of the protein mass of FG-nups could be deleted without affecting viability, and in addition no effect on permeability was seen in this strain (Strawn et al., 2004). The permeability of soluble proteins through NPCs was studied extensively in the past but recently has received renewed attention because NPCs are reported to become more permeable with chronological aging, and this may have pronounced effects on cell physiology (D’Angelo et al., 2009).

A wealth of data from diverse eukaryotes describe nuclear entry of fluorescently labeled proteins, dextran, or gold particles in isolated nuclei or detergent-permeabilized or microinjected cells (summarized in Supplemental Table S1). These studies show that there is no clear consensus as to what size a protein would have to be to keep it from entering the nucleus on biologically relevant time scales of minutes to hours. In higher eukaryotes, the data consistently show that probes >40–60 kDa are excluded, at least on the minute time scale. However, there are also reports that proteins >>60 kDa permeate the NPC on longer time scales in vivo, both in higher eukaryotes (Chatterjee et al., 1997; Beetz et al., 2004; Lénart and Ellenberg, 2006; Seibel et al., 2007; Wang and Brattain, 2007) and yeast (Patel et al., 2007; Gardner et al., 2011; Supplemental Table S1). A complication with the mammalian in vivo measurements is that on these longer time scales, entry into the nucleus may have happened during mitosis when the NE is broken down. In vivo studies in S. cerevisiae are easier to interpret, as the nucleus does not break down during mitosis. Direct measurements of permeability, such as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)-based assays, yield import, influx, and efflux rates under steady-state conditions (Wei et al., 2002; Kopito and Elbaum, 2007; Kim and Elbaum, 2013). In yeast at 30°C, efflux rate constants for green fluorescent protein (GFP)–cNLS-GFP (∼58 kDa) of 0.02 ± 1 were measured (Meinemaa et al., 2013), indicating high passive permeability for molecules in this size range.

Compared to soluble proteins, passive entry of membrane proteins has been less studied. The lateral channels in the scaffold of the NPC have been proposed to be the sites where the soluble domains of the membrane proteins may pass (Hinshaw et al., 1992; Maimon et al., 2012), and it is unclear whether FG-nups contribute to the barrier for passive entry. The size of the lateral channels will restrict the diffusion of membrane proteins, depending on the size of the soluble domain. Proteins that use a diffusion-retention mechanism to localize to the inner nuclear membrane fail to accumulate at the INM when the cytoplasmic domain is >60 kDa (Soullam and Worman, 1995; Wu et al., 2002; Ohba et al., 2004; Deng and Hochstrasser, 2006; Turgay et al., 2010).

The effectiveness of a permeability barrier could be defined as the ability to effectively prevent passage of a fraction of the molecules in a biologically relevant time scale. Here we set out to provide the first systematic assessment of the permeability of the NPC for soluble and membrane proteins in live yeast cells on the time scale of hours. Our studies emphasize that although the NPCs are effective at separating transcription and translation by blocking the passage of very large structures, most membrane and soluble proteins would be small enough to pass the NPC passively based on their monomeric size when considering the time scale of hours. The in vivo permeability in strains with wild-type and mutant NPCs is compared with density predictions of a coarse-grained computational model of the NPC disordered phase. The combined in vivo and computational data highlight the importance of Nup100 for forming the barrier.

**RESULTS**

**Permeability of NPC for soluble proteins**

First we investigated what size of molecules was significantly excluded from the nucleus in live yeast cells. We constructed reporter proteins that consisted of one or more GFP and maltose-binding protein (MBP) domains. GFP and MBP are approximately globular, well-folded, stable proteins that have little or no interactions with native proteins in yeast (Mohr et al., 2009). We thus assumed that they freely diffuse in the crowded cytosol and the nucleus and therefore their steady-state localization reflects the permeability of the NPC. The smallest reporter is MBP-GFP (MG). In the larger ones, multiple GFP or MBP proteins were fused together to form MG2 to MG5 and MGM to MGM4, in which M refers to MBP and G to GFP (Figure 1A). We thus have two sets of proteins, and in each set the proteins are of different sizes but have comparable surface properties. As such, we accounted for potential effects of specific surface properties of MBP or GFP, or “bead size.” We expressed the reporter proteins for 3 h and stopped the expression by adding glucose. After an additional hour, to allow newly synthesized proteins to mature and equilibrate, we determined the localization of the reporters (Figure 1B). mCh-L-TM (mCherry fused to the first transmembrane helix of Hes2 with a linker in between) localizes throughout the NE–endoplasmic reticulum (ER) network and was coexpressed to indicate the position of the nucleus. As a measure of the permeability of the NPC for the reporters, we calculated the ratio of mean fluorescence in the nucleus over the cytoplasm. The smallest reporter tested (68 kDa) was not excluded from the nucleus, consistent with previous FRAP measurements (Meinemaa et al., 2013). The largest of the tested reporters (MGM4, 230 kDa) shows the lowest permeability, with nucleus-to-cytoplasm (N/C) ratio of 0.21 ± 0.02. We note that the 1-h equilibration time is not sufficient to reach a steady state, but this time regime was chosen to reduce the effect of protein synthesis, degradation, and inheritance (on longer time scales, cells divide) on the N/C values.

To resolve the relationship between nuclear entry and molecular size and shape, we confirmed full-length expression of the proteins (in-gel fluorescence in Figure 1C, Western blot in Supplemental Figure S1A) and determined their sedimentation coefficient (Figure 1D). The in-gel fluorescence shows single bands for the multi-MBP series (MG5 to MGM4), indicating that the fluorescence observed with microscopy represents the full-length proteins. The multi-GFP series (MG2–MG5) also shows full-length expression—the ladder of bands reflects the different in-gel migration of folded and unfolded GFPs (Geertsm et al., 2008). The conformation of the “beads on a string” reporter proteins when entering the NPC is approximated by...
Permeability of NPC for membrane proteins

Complementing these studies on diffusion of soluble proteins through the NPC, we addressed how the passage of membrane proteins through the NPC depends on the size of their pore-facing (extralumenal) domains in a systematic way. We constructed reporter proteins with extralumenal domains of increasing size. We adapted the Anchor Away system (Haruki et al., 2008) to create an assay that reports whether a membrane protein tagged with FK506-binding protein (FKBP) has access to INM (Figure 2A). The assay relies on rapamycin-dependent retention at the INM through association with histone Htb2 tagged with FKBP12-rapamycin-binding domain (FRB). The membrane proteins consisted of the transmembrane domain of Sec61 with 10 transmembrane α-helical segments. The extralumenal domains were composed of GFP, FKBP, and no, one, or two copies of MBP measured their sedimentation coefficient. This also allowed for comparison of the different series of reporter proteins. There is a clear correlation between the permeability of the NPC for the different MBP-GFP fusions and their sedimentation coefficients or molecular weight (Figure 1, E and F), and the MBP and GFP series behaved similarly. In contrast, the number of domains in each construct poorly correlates with the permeability; for example, MGM2 and MG3 both have four domains but differ 1.7-fold in permeability. Therefore, even though these proteins have unnatural “beads on a string” configurations, it seems that their permeability is well predicted by their sedimentation behavior. We conclude that passive diffusion through the NPC is affected by the overall size and shape of the reporters but not by the number of domains that make up the molecule. Of importance, the NPC in S. cerevisiae is highly permeable for proteins, and only the 230-kDa protein showed exclusion from the nucleus.
FIGURE 2: Size dependence of diffusion of membrane proteins through lateral channels of the NPC. Access to the INM depends on the size of extralumenal domains. (A) Cartoon explaining an inducible diffusion-retention assay reporting access to the INM. The reporter proteins with an extralumenal FKBP domain are mobile within the ER and the ONM and, if small enough, also the INM. Htb2-FRB is the anchor in the nucleus. On addition of rapamycin, FKBP and FRB form a complex, trapping any INM-resident reporter irreversibly in the INM. Inset, model of the NPC, indicating the lateral channel. (B) Deconvolved images of cells expressing reporter proteins with extralumenal domains increasing in size. Cells were induced with 0.1% (wt/vol) galactose for 1 h with simultaneous addition of rapamycin. Scale bar, 3 μm. (C) Permeability of NPC quantified by fluorescence intensity in NE over ER in the indicated number of cells after 1-h expression in the presence of rapamycin. High NE/ER ratio represents accumulation in the NE, showing that the reporter can diffuse to the INM and is trapped there. Error bars are SEM; numbers, cells analyzed; nd, not determined. NE/ER ratios were significantly higher for FGS and FGMS in Htb2-FRB + Rap (black bars) compared with no anchor + Rap reporter can diffuse to the INM and is trapped there. Error bars are SEM; numbers, cells analyzed; nd, not determined. NE/ER ratios were significantly higher for FGS and FGMS in Htb2-FRB + Rap (black bars) compared with no anchor + Rap (white bars). Cartoons of the reporters used are included; FGS, FKBP-GFP-Sec61TMs; FGMS, FKBP-GFP-MBP-Sec61TMs; FGM2S, FKBP-GFP-2xMBP-Sec61TMs. Size of the cytoplasmic domain is indicated.

Permeability for soluble proteins in FGΔ-mutant strains

We tested which FG-nups contribute most to the permeability barrier by assessing the permeability of our differentially sized reporters in a set of strains lacking specific FG-repeat domains (Figure 3A). We expressed the reporters in yeast in which the FG domains of Nup42, Nup159, Nup1, Nup2, Nup60 (all asymmetric nups), and Nsp1 were deleted (SWY3062; Strawn et al., 2004). We saw no difference in permeability compared with the wild-type strain (Figure 3, B and C), consistent with previous results (Strawn et al., 2004). However, a leakier NPC was observed in the strain in which the NPC lacks the FG domain of Nup100 in combination with all asymmetric nups (SWY3042; Figure 3, B and C). The changed permeability was most clearly seen with the MGM2 reporter, for which the N/C ratio increased from 0.40 ± 0.02 in the wild type to 0.76 ± 0.02 in the mutant. The change in permeability is comparable to that for Nup188Δ and Nup170Δ mutants, which are known to give rise to leaky pores, as shown in Supplemental Figure S2. In the SWY3042 strain, the total mass of deleted protein is less than in SWY3062 (38 and 61% respectively), showing that it is not the total FG domain mass that accounts for the permeability. A strain lacking the FG domains of Nup100, Nup145, and Nup57 (three symmetric GLFG-nups), SWY2950, also showed an increased permeability (Figure 3C); the N/C ratio for MGM2 increased from 0.40 ± 0.02 in wild type to 0.70 ± 0.02. These results confirm that the measured N/C ratios report NPC permeability and are consistent with previous reports indicating that specific Nups are involved in establishing the permeability barrier (Strawn et al., 2004; Patel et al., 2007; Terry and Wente, 2009; Hülsmann et al., 2012). From a comparison of the three strains, we conclude that Nup100, in combination with other Nups, is particularly critical for maintaining the permeability barrier.
mutant strains with computational predictions of the density of the disordered phase of the yeast NPC (Ghavami et al., 2014). These results were generated using a one bead per amino acid molecular dynamics model, which accounts for the hydrophobic/hydrophilic and electrostatic interactions between different amino acids, polarity of the solvent, and screening of free ions. A simplified geometrical model of the NPC scaffold was constructed, onto which FG-nups were anchored at positions predicted by the architectural model of Alber et al. (2007). The modeled mutant NPCs differ slightly from the strains used for the in vivo measurements, as explained in detail in the Supplemental Methods and Supplemental Figure S3C. Figure 4A shows the radial mass density distribution at the z-location of the maximum density in different mutants averaged over the simulation time. The fluctuations of the density during the simulations are plotted in Supplemental Figure S3A for r = 0 nm (the center of the pore) and are represented by error bars over the whole r range in Supplemental Figure S3B. The density at the center of the NPC in Figure 4A was ~35–50% lower in the two strains that had the most compromised permeability barriers in our in vivo measurements (compare SWY3042 and SWY2950 to wild type). The in vivo permeability data thus correspond to the computed protein density at the center of the NPC (r = 0–5 nm).

To look more specifically at the role of single FG-nups, we used the model to create density distributions for mutants with a single FG domain deleted, namely Nup57GLFG, Nup100ΔGLFG, and Nup145ΔGLFG, the three FG domains that are lacking in SWY2950. These simulations showed that when the FG domain of Nup100 is lacking, the density in the center of the NPC is comparable to the leakier FGΔ-mutant strains SWY2950 and SWY3042, whereas Nup57ΔGLFG and Nup145ΔGLFG behave comparable to wild type (Figure 4A). Indeed, also in vivo, the permeability in Nup100ΔGLFG is highest: the N/C ratio for MGM2 is 0.59 ± 0.02 in Nup100ΔGLFG compared with 0.40 ± 0.02 in wild type (significant difference), whereas Nup57ΔGLFG and Nup145ΔGLFG have an N/C ratio of 0.37 ± 0.01 and 0.33 ± 0.01, respectively, comparable to wild type. A strong correlation is observed between the density in the center of the NPC (averaged for r = 0–5 nm) and the permeability of MGM2, whereas there is no correlation with the total in vivo FG mass (Figure 4C). This strengthens our conclusion that a lower density in the center of the pore, as calculated by the model, correlates with increased permeability. It also shows that Nup100 is important for maintaining the permeability barrier, although other Nups not analyzed here, most notably Nup116, the homologue of Nup100, might show a similar effect.

**DISCUSSION**

**Permeability for soluble proteins**

The NPC is the main gateway for transport into and out of the nucleus and to the nuclear inner membrane. It selectively allows import and export of targeted soluble macromolecules while size-selecting against passive entry of larger molecules (Ribbeck and Görlich, 2002; Frey et al., 2006; Hülsmann et al., 2012). The lateral channels could size-select against membrane proteins with large extralumenal domains (Soullam and Worman, 1995; Deng and Hochstrasser, 2006). Here we measured in vivo the permeability of the NPC for multidomain proteins of different sizes using fluorescence microscopy. Our soluble reporters range from 68 to 230 kDa and are fusions of multiple globular domains. Even proteins of ∼150 kDa are still partly localized in the nucleus in a time frame of 1–4 h. Sedimentation data, reflecting the combined size and shape of the proteins in solution, show good correlation with the permeability of the NPC for the different reporters. Therefore comparisons with native, more globular proteins can be made. Indeed, a GFP

---

**Comparing experimental data to simulations of the disordered phase**

Next we compared the in vivo permeability in the different FGΔ-mutant strains with computational predictions of the density of the proteins in solution, show good correlation with the permeability of the NPC for the different reporters. Therefore comparisons with native, more globular proteins can be made. Indeed, a GFP

---

**FIGURE 3:** Permeability of NPC in FGΔ-mutant strains. (A) Table indicating strains used and which FG-domains are lacking. *In all strains, Nsp1 is missing amino acids 349–443; see Materials and Methods. (B) Deconvolved images of cells expressing reporter MGM2 (green), comparing wild-type W303 with three FGΔ-mutant strains. SWY3062 shows similar localization as wild type, whereas SWY2950 and SWY3042 show more nuclear localization. Scale bar, 3 μm. (C) Permeability of NPC quantified as the mean N/C ratio over the indicated numbers of cells for four different reporters—MG, MGM, MGM2, and MGM4. Error bars are SEM; numbers, cells analyzed. Significant changes are indicated with asterisks; all other pairwise comparisons between the strains are not significant.
fusion of Adh5, an approximately globular tetramer with a sedimentation coefficient of ∼7.5 S and molecular weight of 151 kDa, is observed inside the nucleus (Huh et al., 2003). A direct comparison with previous results obtained in yeast using the assay in which influx of GFP fused to a nuclear export signal was measured while having the cells on ice to inhibit active export (Shulga et al., 2000; Shulga and Goldfarb, 2003) is difficult, as the experimental conditions (time scale and temperature) are very different.

FIGURE 4: Coarse-grained modeling of FGΔ-mutant strains. (A) The table shows the strains used with their respective FG-domain deletions and the remaining FG-domain mass as compared with wild-type NPCs (based on the definition in Strawn et al., 2004). The graph plots the modeled FG-nup mass density in the pore in the different FG-deletion strains, measured at z with maximum density (indicated by black horizontal lines in B). *In all strains, Nsp1 is missing amino acids 349–443; see Materials and Methods. (B) Two-dimensional FG-nup mass density plots of the mutant NPCs. A more detailed definition of the composition of the modeled NPCs and the fluctuation of the FG-nup mass density over the simulation time are given in Supplemental Methods and Supplemental Figure S3. Horizontal lines indicate z-plane with maximum density. (C) The permeability (in vivo–determined N/C ratio) of the reporter MGM2 plotted against the FG-domain protein mass (left) and against the computed average protein density in the center (r = 0–5 nm) of the NPC at z with maximum density (right).
Overall we conclude that wild-type (young) NPCs in baker's yeast are relatively permeable for soluble proteins on the time scale relevant for cell division, and the size needed for complete exclusion from the nucleus is much larger than that of the majority of yeast proteins.

**Permeability of membrane proteins**

The diffusion of membrane proteins to the INM is affected by the size of the cytoplasmic domain, which has to move through the lateral channels of the NPC. We probed influx of membrane proteins as a function of the size of their extraluminal domains, using an inducible assay that mimics the diffusion-retention mechanism used by many INM proteins. We found that in yeast, a membrane protein with a 90-kDa cytoplasmic domain can still accumulate in the INM if trapped there, although much less efficiently than with a smaller domain. This result is in line with previous studies done in different cell types (Soullam and Worman, 1995; Wu et al., 2002; Ohba et al., 2004; Deng and Hochstrasser, 2006; Turgay et al., 2010). An analysis of all membrane proteins in yeast reveals that only 54 proteins have a soluble domain >80 kDa (Supplemental Table S2), of which only 26 are located in the ER. Among these, we find proteins involved in ER–plasma membrane and nucleus–vacuole junctions, ER lipid composition regulation, and ER-associated protein degradation. For example, Mga2 and Spt23, involved in regulating Ole1 transcription, should be excluded from the INM based on the size of the extraluminal domains. Indeed, activation happens only after cleavage and nuclear translocation of their cytoplasmic domains (Chellappa et al., 2001). Overall the NPC is restrictive for membrane proteins with large cytoplasmic domains, but this size selection will affect only a limited number of membrane proteins.

**High NPC permeability—what does it mean?**

Our results show that NPCs are significantly permeable to soluble and membrane proteins in a size range that comprises >90% of the—monomeric—soluble and membrane proteins in baker's yeast (based on analysis of all open reading frames from the Saccharomyces genome database at yeastgenome.org). Many proteins may thus roam the nuclear compartment at some point in time. Only for some proteins may nuclear exclusion be regulated, in which case the protein associates into macromolecular complexes that are large enough to be excluded or are retained at cytotoxic membranes. In addition, retention at the INM is a mechanism that renders transcription factors inactive when leaked into the nucleus (Heessen and Fornerod, 2007). Active export mechanisms further ensure low nuclear concentrations, but these are known only for soluble macromolecules and not for membrane proteins.

The barrier function of the NPC may be seen more as a by-product of the desired separation of transcription and translation than as a primary task. Indeed, the NPCs effectively separate transcription and translation by blocking the passive crossing of very large structures, such as chromatin, messenger ribonucleoprotein particles, and ribosomes. In addition to the separation of transcription and translation, an important function of the NPC is to maintain gradients across the NE and adjust these in response to changing conditions. For both, the important parameter is the difference in the rates of transport and leak rather than their absolute rates.

**FG-nups contributing to permeability**

FG-nups in the center of the pore are important for the permeability of the NPC (Strawn et al., 2004; Patel et al., 2007; Terry and Wente, 2009). We tested which FG-nups contribute most to the permeability barrier by assessing the permeability of our differently sized reporters in a set of strains lacking specific FG-repeat domains. We show that the total mass of FG-nups per pore does not correlate with permeability. Comparing pores lacking the FG-repeat domains of Nsp1 or Nup100 in combination with the asymmetric nups, we find that the latter strain is more permeable, whereas the former strain has greater reduction in FG-repeat mass (39 and 62% of FG-domain protein mass left), the NPCs show increased permeability. Clearly, specific Nups are important for forming the barrier for passive diffusion. This is shown even more strikingly by the single-FG-mutant strains, for which deletion of the FG domain of Nup100 alone results in a more permeable NPC, whereas the single deletion of Nup57-GLFG or Nup145N-GLFG does not change the permeability. Nup100 is one of the cohesive Nups, interacting with the other cohesive nups, namely Nup116, Nup57, Nup49, Nup145N, and Nup42 (Patel et al., 2007). Nup98 is the mammalian analogue of Nup100, Nup116, and Nup145N from yeast and is essential for forming a permeability barrier in reconstituted pores from Xenopus extracts (Hülsmann et al., 2012). This all points toward a role of cohesive GLFG-nups—in yeast in particular, Nup100—in forming the permeability barrier, consistent with earlier data (Patel et al., 2007; Hülsmann et al., 2012).

We compared our data to the results of a recently developed coarse-grained molecular dynamics model of the disordered phase of the yeast NPC (Ghavami et al., 2014). Consistent with the measurements of permeability, the simulations show that the density distribution of the mutant NPC lacking Nsp1 and the asymmetric Nups is overall lower than wild type, but the shape is similar and, of importance, the density in the center is comparable. With Nup100, Nup57, and Nup145N deleted, the density in the center of the pore is lower and the radius of the low-density region is larger. Consistently, NPCs lacking Nup100 and the asymmetric Nups or Nup100 alone also show a reduced density in the center of the pore. An area of lower density in the center of the pore may thus result in a more permeable NPC. Single-molecule studies indeed support passive diffusion of Alexa Fluor–labeled GFP, tandem-GFP, and dextrins through the center of the NPC (Ma et al., 2012; Yang, 2013), but electron microscopy studies show that GFP diffuses throughout the entire NPC (Fiserova et al., 2010).

When comparing different FG-A-mutant strains, the presence of a high-density region correlates with viability (Ghavami et al., 2014). In addition, when comparing the strains used in this study, we see this correlation: the maximum density is lowest for the temperature-sensitive strains SWY2950 and SWY3062 (Strawn et al., 2004), whereas the strains with an impaired permeability barrier, and a corresponding reduced density in the center of the pore, grow fine. Further, on the basis of our conclusion that the NPCs are significantly permeable even in wild-type young cells, we speculate that the impairment in maintenance of gradients across the NE poses a larger problem for the cell than that of entry of detrimental protein components. Future studies are required to further test and validate these hypotheses and potentially relate them to changes in the NPC with aging (D'Angelo et al., 2009), for which the computational tools and in vivo assays reported here can help to dissect the structure–function relationships.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Strains, plasmids, and growth conditions**

Strains used in this study were all in the W303 background. The specific strains are listed in Supplemental Table S3. We noticed that our W303 strain, as well as W303-derived strains from other
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